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In this edition of our paper, we present the performance of key factors during the current Global Virus Crisis (GVC) and place this in context of previous stressed market periods. Foresight factor
premium analysis focuses on the returns attached to generally accepted, systematic drivers of market returns: Market, Small-Large, Value-Growth, Momentum, Asset Growth and Quality. These
factors premiums are computed by creating long-short portfolios to isolate the pure factor effects. Foresight Factor premiums can be highly instructive in assessing how your equity portfolio biases
are influencing outcomes during periods of volatility or drawdowns.
Our analysis for the GVC commences on 21st February 2020. The results show that Large Cap, Quality and Growth factors outperformed with positive premiums. Our analysis also shows that the
impact of GVC has been much more severe in the first 30 days than previous crisis, both in terms of speed and depth. Based on this pattern of performance, small cap and value style managers
faced major headwinds during the GVC. Managers with high market beta also faced challenges. In the final section we present Australian equity managers that exhibit high sensitivity to Quality and
Low sensitivity to Market – a winning combination for the current bear market.

1. Large Cap, Quality and Growth outperforms
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Exhibit 1: Large cap, Quality, and Growth stocks provide downside protection

Exhibit 1 shows the daily factor performance from
21st February 2020 to 31st March 2020.
The data shows a large dispersion in factor premiums
in the first 30 days.
Large Cap, Growth and Quality factors stand out in
the first 30 days with positive premiums.
Noticeably, Quality factor delivered massive positive
premium of almost 20% compared to the loss of 30%
by the Market factor which delivered the largest
negative premium.
In addition, Value style underperformed growth while
Conservative asset growth beat aggressive growth.
Interestingly the Momentum factor remained resilient
over the crisis, reporting moderate outperformance
over the period.
The bottom panel of Exhibit 1 shows the daily factor
premiums. It is worth noting the largest fall in the
Market premium occurred on the 16th March when
major indices fell by almost 10%. This was the largest
single day fall since 1987 market crash.
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2. Foresight Style portfolios provides more
color
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Exhibit 2: Level 2 Factor and style performance

Exhibit 2 shows the performance of Foresight Style
and Factor Indices over the 1 month, 3 months, 6
months and 1-year time periods.
The index performance is consistent with factor
premiums results as expected.
The difference between Large Value and Large
Growth was substantial over the month and quarter
– in excess of 15% Growth outperformance. The
performance between Small Value and Small growth
was less significant.
Pro-momentum Large cap stocks significantly beat
Contrarian (low momentum) stocks. Interestingly
Small cap Momentum stocks lagged out of favour
stocks. That is Momentum only worked in the Large
cap space.
Elsewhere, Large Aggressive Growth companies with
high ROE (Quality) delivered strong outperformance.
This combination of factors was even better in the
small cap segment.
The difference between High ROE and Low ROE
companies in the Large Growth and Small Growth
was very high.
The Large, Conservative Growth and Low ROE
companies were hit the hardest. From sector
composition perspectives, these were the A-REIT
names that suffered large falls.
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3. Road testing factor performance during
multiple crisis
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Exhibit 3: Initial impact of GVC has been much more severe compared to previous crises

Exhibit 3 shows the cumulative returns of the
Foresight Factors during previous market shocks
such as SARS, GFC and European Debt Crisis.
The analysis shows that the GVC impact has been
much more severe (in speed and depth) than the
previous major crises in their first 30 days.
The GVC resulted in Large cap, High quality and
Growth factors delivering positive premiums.
Noticeably, Quality stands out delivering a premium
of 20% compared to the Market which had a loss of
30% since the beginning of the crisis.
It remains to be seen if the 30-day pattern of factor
performance will prevail in the coming months.
We show the longer-term perspective in Exhibit 4.
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4. Quality and Growth factors stand out over
past returns
•

•

•
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Exhibit 4: Factor performance during entire major crises in the past

Exhibit 4 shows the performance of factors over the
longer horizon: the start to end of recent major
crises as well as the ongoing GVC.
The results show 1) Large Cap consistently outperformed small
cap;
2) Aggressive asset growth under-performed
Conservative asset growth.
3) High Quality out-performed low Quality.
4) Momentum out-performed contrarian but is
very volatile and its premium was zero during
the 2011 European debt crisis; and
5) Value outperformed growth during SARS but
its premium was zero during the other 2
crises.
Given the initial trend observed in the first 30 days
and entire duration of the 4 major crisis, it is
expected that the following style and factors is likely
to provide downside protection for investors - Large
Cap, Growth with High Quality and Low Market
beta.
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5. Funds’ sensitivity to Market and Quality may
determine the extent of losses experienced
in this bear market.
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Exhibit 5: Scatter plot of Australian Large Cap Equity Funds on Market Sensitivity vs
Quality Sensitivity

• Following from Exhibit 4 we assess Large Cap
Australian Equity funds based on their Quality and
Market sensitivities (betas).
• Exhibit 5 shows all funds with more than $500 million
AUM, prospectus benchmark of either the ASX200 or
ASX300 Index and sorted by market beta and ROE
beta.
• The chart shows that most funds had low or negative
Quality Beta and a Market Beta of 1 or greater. This
was a very poor combination coming into the crisis. It
is highly likely these managers have under formed the
market during the current bear market.
• The funds with the lowest Quality beta and highest
Market betas are managed by DFA Australia, Nikko
Asset Management and Allan Gray Australia.
• Funds with the highest Quality beta and lowest Market
betas are managed by Pengana, Hyperion, Alliance
Bernstein and SGH.
• Funds like Bennelong Equity partners had very high
Market Beta. Given the performance difference
between Market factor and Quality factor, it is likely
this manager underperformed quite notably.
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Foresight Analytics - Multi-Factor Attribution System
What is our methodology?
The Foresight factor premiums are computed quarterly using proprietary methodology and security level price and fundamental data. This methodology is applied to
Australian, Developed Market and Emerging Market Equities.
The factors presented by Foresight meet its stringent vetting criteria of being pronounced, pervasive and persistent across global markets/countries. The factors need
to be supported by strong academic research and widely accepted by investment practitioners.
The Foresight factor premiums are computed using long-short methodology that is generally adopted in academic/practitioner research.
In addition to factor premiums, Foresight also computes and rebalances style-based sub-factor portfolios that are designed to provide more granular context to understanding
market and manager strategy performance.
What specific factors does Foresight assess?
Factor
Market
Small-Large
Value-Growth
Momentum
Asset Growth
Profitability
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Methodology
Broad market, long only - performance
Market cap, 90-10, long-short spread
Price-to-book, 30-40-30, 90-10, long-short spread
12-1-month momentum, 30-40-30, long-short spread
Low minus high AG, 30-40-30, long-short spread
Low minus high ROE, 30-40-30, long-short spread
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About Foresight Analytics - Unlocking your investment advantage
Foresight is a data-driven investment research, analytics and consulting firm. As an independent employee owned firm, Foresight does not have any affiliation with
product manufacturers or distributors.
Using its innovative evidence-based framework, Foresight provides analytical, predictive and market intelligence solutions to leading investment management
companies, superannuation funds and wealth groups. Foresight’s capabilities are underpinned by leading data and technology infrastructure that blends statistical,
fundamental and behavioral insights.
Foresight’s fiduciary solutions include quality and risk-based investment research, global economic and market analyses, forensic validation of manager skill in active
funds, portfolio risk aggregation and factor-based portfolio construction.
Foresight’s fund strategy solutions include competitive advantage analysis, fund industry intelligence and competitive benchmarking, behavioral alpha analysis,
sustainability analytics and integration as well as strategic investment process review and development.
Disclaimer
The material contained in this document is for general information purposes only. It is not intended as an offer or a solicitation for the purchase and/or sale of any
security, derivative, index, or financial instrument, nor is it an advice or a recommendation to enter into any transaction. No allowance has been made for
transaction costs or management fees, which would reduce investment performance. Actual results may differ from reported performance. Past performance is no
guarantee for future performance.
Foresight Analytics has been paid a fee for strategic analysis and reporting however Foresight has drawn its conclusions independently and using its proprietary
forensic based process. Foresight staff involved in the production of this report do not hold any investments or interest in the strategy or the product provider.
Foresight is not paid any success fee in association with the strategy.
This material is based on information that is considered to be reliable, but Foresight Analytics makes this information available on an “as is” basis without a duty to
update, make warranties, express or implied, regarding the accuracy of the information contained herein. The information contained in this material should not be
acted upon without obtaining advice from a licensed investment professional. Errors may exist in data acquired from third party vendors, and in coding related to
statistical analyses.
Foresight Analytics disclaims any and all expresses or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, any warranties of merchantability, suitability or fitness for a
particular purpose or use. This communication reflects our quantitative insights as of the date of this communication and will not necessarily be updated as views or
information change. All opinions expressed herein are subject to change without notice.
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